CIES Policy and Research Briefs

Policy Briefs

- Policy Brief 1: How Trump’s Climate Agenda Threatens Clean Innovation
- Policy Brief 2: The New US Tax Credits and Carbon Negative Technologies
- Policy Brief 3: The Perils of Development Aid in Resource-Rich Countries
- Policy Brief 4: Darkness at Noon: Deforestation in the new Authoritarian Era
- Policy Brief 5: Policy uncertainty and renewable energy investments in Romania
- Policy Brief 6: What do investors in electric vehicle technology want?
- Policy Brief 7: Venture competitions could help spur the cleantech revolution in Switzerland

Research Briefs

- Research Brief 1: The Impact of Energy Prices on Product Innovation: Evidence from the UK Refrigerator Market
- Research Brief 2: Taking Stock of International Law Responses to Resource Wars
- Research Brief 3: Impacts of Legal and Regulatory Institutions on Economic Development
- Research Brief 4: Land Grabs, Big Business and Large-Scale Damages
- Research Brief 5: Food Security and Land Use in the 21st Century: The return of Malthusianism?
- Research Brief 6: Are partnerships effective in advancing the Sustainable Development Goals?